CHILE • SANTIAGO CITY STAYS

Santiago - where a modern skyline meets the ancient Andes Mountains
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SANTIAGO
CITY STAY

3 days/2 nights
From $535 per person twin share

S

topover in Chile’s capital, Santiago,
an energetic metropolis with a
mix of modern and Spanish colonial
architecture, excellent shopping and
sophisticated restaurants. A half
day city tour includes San Francisco
Church, Plaza de Armas and Cerro San
Cristobal, a hilltop park which offers
superb views. Sandwiched between the
snow-capped Andes mountains and
the Pacific Ocean, Santiago is also the
gateway to great hiking opportunities
in the east and beaches to the west.
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THE RITZ-CARLTON, SANTIAGO
(EL GOLF)
AAAAA

CASA BUERAS BOUTIQUE HOTEL
(LASTARRIA)
AAAAA

The elegant 5 star Ritz-Carlton is located in one
of Santiago’s most prestigious neighbourhoods and
offers 205 guest rooms overlooking the city. The
hotel has an exceptional restaurant, bar, lounge
and an expansive rooftop health and fitness facility
offering spa treatments, a pool and stunning views.

This masterfully renovated 1927 mansion is tucked
amongst bohemian Lastarria's best galleries,
shops and restaurants. Inside this atmospheric
hotel, you'll find 14 bright and spacious suites,
a wonderful restaurant, bar, a massage room
and a swimming pool set in lush gardens.

INCLUSIONS

Private airport/hotel arrival and departure transfers,
2 nights accommodation on a B&B basis and private half
day city tour.

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

An array of wonderful museums and galleries
Exquisite neo-classical architecture
The excellent Mercado Central
The interesting Cementerio General
Vibrant cafe culture and great restaurants

ACCOMMODATION

Price per person from:
The Singular Santiago (Classic Room)
The Ritz-Carlton (Deluxe Room)
Casa Bueras Boutique (Superior Rm)
Le Reve Boutique Hotel (Std Room)
Hotel Cumbres Lastarria (Std Room)
Luciano K (Standard Room)

OPTIONAL TOURS

Tour cost per person from (Min 2):^
Valparaíso Like a Native full day tour
(includes lunch)
Valparaíso and Viña del Mar full day
tour (Private)*
Santiago Like a Native (6hrs)

Twin
$823
$799
$699
$623
$589
$535

Single
$1559
$1585
$1383
$1231
$1139
$1059

Per Person
$320
$313
$214

^Single prices available on request
*Seat in bus tour (i.e. not private) available at reduced rates.

DAY TOUR INCLUSIONS

Private transport to/from hotel, private tour as indicated.
Further details on request.
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THE SINGULAR SANTIAGO
(LASTARRIA)
AAAAA

LE REVE BOUTIQUE HOTEL
(PROVIDENCIA)
AAAA

The Singular Santiago combines the enduring style
of the early 20th century with every modern
convenience in an exciting, ultra-chic space. Located
in the popular Lastarria neighbourhood, it offers 62
rooms, Wi-Fi, an acclaimed restaurant specialising
in modern Chilean cuisine, a rooftop pool and spa.

This romantic hotel is located in the very upscale
district of Providencia. Its 31 charming guest
rooms feature French influences throughout.
The hotel also has cosy shared living areas and a
Parisian-style courtyard garden, where breakfast
is served in summer.

LUCIANO K HOTEL
(LASTARRIA)
AAAA

HOTEL CUMBRES LASTARRIA
(LASTARRIA)
AAAA

The tallest building in Chile in the 1920s, this
art deco jewel now contains 38 impeccable
guest rooms. The grand ground floor houses a
restaurant and sauna while the scenic rooftop
terrace boasts a bar and heated outdoor pool.

Located in beautiful Lastarria close to museums,
galleries and restaurants, this stylish hotel has just
70 ensuite rooms and suites. All rooms are airconditioned and feature flat screen TV’s. The hotel
offers a restaurant, bar, lounge and outdoor pool.

NATURAL FOCUS – TAILOR-MADE EXPERIENCES

